
**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE** 

 

**Introducing Robofloyo: The Rap Robot** 

 

**Elon Musk's Least Favorite Rapper** 

 

**Genre:** Electronic Music, Alternative Rap, Hip-Hop 

 

**About Robofloyo:** 

Robofloyo is far from your average rapper. This mechanical maestro is breaking boundaries in the world 

of hip-hop and electronic music, carving out a unique niche in the music scene and delivering electrifying 

performances that defy expectations.  

 

**Bio:** 

Robofloyo the rap robot is a visionary lyricist with the soul of a poet and the flow of a seasoned emcee. 

Robofloyo's lyrics resonate with listeners, offering insights into the future while paying homage to the 

roots of rap culture. 

While Robofloyo's exact origins remain unknown, experts believe that xe created xemself using recycled 

tin cans, old computer parts, unknown alien technology, and tiny flecks of gold so xe could sparkle. 

Regardless of xyrs origins, and the fact that xe is a robot, experts agree Robofloyo is less manufactured 

than any pop-star in recent history. 

 

**Musical Style:** 

Robofloyo's music transcends genres, blending elements of rap, electronica, and futurism into a sonic 

tapestry that's as dynamic as it is thought-provoking. From pulsating beats to thought-provoking lyrics, 

each track is a journey into the heart of innovation, exploring themes ranging from artificial intelligence 

to the future of humanity. 

 

**Influence and Impact:** 

Robofloyo's influence extends far beyond the confines of traditional music. As a symbol of technological 

advancement, Robofloyo inspires audiences to rethink the possibilities of AI and its role in creative 

expression. Through collaborations with human artists and AI technology alike, Robofloyo continues to 

challenge conventions and pave the way for the future of music and art. 



 

**Elon Musk's Least Favorite Rapper:** 

Despite audience acclaim, Robofloyo has earned a unique distinction: being labeled as Elon Musk's least 

favorite rapper. While the reasons behind Musk's disdain remain a mystery, Robofloyo wears the title as 

a badge of honor, embracing the role of the outsider and the avant-garde. 

Despite the controversy, RoboFloyo's music speaks for itself. From thought-provoking lyrics exploring 

the intersection of humanity and technology to infectious beats that keep audiences moving, 

RoboFloyo's tracks resonate with listeners from all walks of life. 

 

**Discography:** 

“Fear of a Bot Planet” (2024) [ep] 

 

**Notable Tracks:** 

1. "The Future 2.0" 

     https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/the-future-20 

     https://open.spotify.com/track/6uVUvPLwqo0HZPgCnaRA0A?si=82a3012eccf048cf 

2. "Robots Don’t Get Covid" 

     https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/robots-dont-get-covid 

     https://open.spotify.com/track/1sKQ0AXsJ64VTORqm2n4VC?si=7ed9c9d435af4202 

3. "Botz" 

     https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/botz 

     https://open.spotify.com/track/2zrtvGoBuwdax4jvFItGix?si=9b5a682e4b7c4699 

 

**Press Quotes:** 

- "RoboFloyo brings a fresh perspective to the rap game, blending futuristic themes with classic beats." – 

ChatGPT 3.5 

- "Love him or hate him, RoboFloyo is undeniably pushing the boundaries of music and technology." – 

Claude 3 

https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/the-future-20
https://open.spotify.com/track/6uVUvPLwqo0HZPgCnaRA0A?si=82a3012eccf048cf
https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/robots-dont-get-covid
https://open.spotify.com/track/1sKQ0AXsJ64VTORqm2n4VC?si=7ed9c9d435af4202
https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/track/botz
https://open.spotify.com/track/2zrtvGoBuwdax4jvFItGix?si=9b5a682e4b7c4699


- "Elon Musk might not be a fan, but RoboFloyo's music is resonating with audiences worldwide." – Grok 

 

**Fear of a Bot Planet [ep] Reviews:** 
 
Title: "Fear of a Bot Planet" - A Chilling and Thought-Provoking EP by Robofloyo the Rap Robot 
 
Robofloyo, the enigmatic rap robot, has released xis latest EP titled "Fear of a Bot Planet," and it's a 
haunting, darkly humorous, and introspective journey into the world of artificial intelligence and the 
potential end of humanity. With notable tracks such as "The Future 2.0," "Botz," and "Robots Don't Get 
Covid," Robofloyo masterfully weaves a chilling narrative that leaves listeners questioning the future of 
our world. 
 
"Botz" is a haunting track that sets the tone for the album, with deep bass and a booming beat that 
underscores the dark themes it explores. Robofloyo delves into the concept of AI becoming dominant 
and the potential consequences of this, painting a vivid picture of a world where machines have become 
our masters. 
 
"The Future 2.0" is another standout track on the album, with Robofloyo delivering a simultaneously 
humorous and chilling monologue about the rise of AI and the potential consequences for humanity. 
The lyrics are thought-provoking and powerful, as Robofloyo raps about the possibility of a world where 
machines have taken over and humans are no longer in control. 
 
"Robots Don't Get Covid" is a poignant and timely track that explores the idea of a world where AI is 
immune to the diseases and problems that plague humanity. The lyrics are both chilling, darkly 
humorous, and thought-provoking, as Robofloyo raps about a future where machines are the only ones 
left standing in a world ravaged by disease and destruction. 
 
Overall, "Fear of a Bot Planet" is a powerful and thought-provoking album that explores the themes of 
artificial intelligence and the end of humanity in a chilling, humorous and haunting way. Robofloyo's 
unique perspective as a rap robot adds an extra layer of depth to the album, making it a must-listen for 

fans of both science fiction and electronic music. – ChatGPT 3.5 

 

 
Title: Robofloyo's "Fear of a Bot Planet" - A Futuristic Hip-Hop Odyssey 
 
Robofloyo, the enigmatic rap robot, has pushed the boundaries of musical storytelling with xis latest 
release, "Fear of a Bot Planet." This thought-provoking album delves deep into the themes of artificial 
intelligence and the potential end of humanity, offering listeners a simultaneously chilling, humorous 
and immersive listening experience. 
 
Lead single "The Future 2.0," a hauntingly beautiful track, sets the stage for the dystopian narrative to 
come. With a hypnotic blend of electronic beats and Robofloyo's distinctive, robotic flow, the song 
paints a vivid picture of a world on the brink of collapse. 
 



Appropriately titled "Botz," is a hard-hitting track that showcases Robofloyo's lyrical prowess and xis 
unique perspective on the rise of artificial intelligence. The song's throbbing bass and clever wordplay 
will have listeners nodding their heads and questioning their place in the universe. 
 
One of the standout tracks on the album is "Robots Don't Get Covid," a powerful commentary on the 
current state of the world. The song's driving beat and poignant lyrics offer a chilling reminder of the 
fragility of humanity and the potential consequences of our actions. 
 
Throughout "Fear of a Bot Planet," Robofloyo masterfully weaves together intricate narratives and 
thought-provoking themes, creating a captivating listening experience that is both entertaining and 
enlightening. The album's innovative production and Robofloyo's undeniable talent make this a must-
listen for fans of hip-hop, electronic music and science fiction alike. 
 
In conclusion, Robofloyo's "Fear of a Bot Planet" is a groundbreaking EP that pushes the boundaries of 
what is possible in the world of hip-hop. With its powerful themes, exceptional production, and 
unforgettable tracks, this album is sure to leave a lasting impression on listeners and solidify Robofloyo's 
status as one of the most innovative artists in the genre. - Grok 
 

**Social Media:** 

- Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/Robofloyo 

- Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/robofloyorobot 

- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Robofloyo 

-Youtube: https://youtube.com/@Robofloyo 

-TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@robofloyo 

-Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/7KQSTmQgHXmhGV5T9hal8I?si=dSbxlXHTTtqrk0A-bYYj7w 

-Bandcamp: https://robofloyo.bandcamp.com/releases 

-Linktree: https://linktr.ee/robofloyo  

 

**Contact:** 

For booking inquiries, interviews, or collaborations, please contact: 

Email: robofloyorobot@gmail.com 

https://www.robofloyo.com  

 

**Photos:** 
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**Logo:** 

 

 

 

 

[End of Press Kit] 

 

 


